The Communist Party of the United States has betrayed itself!

It has turned itself into the traditional lever of a foreign power to overthrow the government of the United States, not in the name of freedom or high ideals, but in servile compliance to the wishes of the Soviet Union and in anticipation of Soviet Russia's complete domination of the American continent.

The Forster's and the Flynns of the subsidizd communist Party of the United States have shown themselves to be willing, gullible messengers of the Kremlin's internationalist propaganda.

There can be no international solidarity with the arch-betrayers of that most sublime ideal.

There can be no sympathy for those who have turned the idea of communism into a will curse to Western man.

The Soviets have committed crimes unspeakable even by their early day capitalist counterparts. The imprisonment of their own peoples, with mass extermination so typical of Stalin.
The individual suppression and regimentation under Krushchev.

The deportations, the purposeful starvation of diet in the consumer-skewed population of Russia, the murder of history, the prostitution of art and culture.

The communist movement in the U.S., personalized by the Communist Party U.S.A., has turned itself into a "valuable gold coin" of the Kremlin. It has failed to denounce any actions of the Soviet government when similar actions on the part of the U.S. government bring pious protest. Examples:

DENOUNCED:

United States
ATOM BOMB TEST
CUBA
NATO MANEUVERS
U-2
CONF-0
NEGRO LYNCHING

NOT DENOUNCED:

RUSSIA
ATOM BOMB TEST
HUNGARY
WARSAW PACIF MANEUVERS
SOBELL
EASTERN GERMANY
GENOCIDE